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aBstraCt

We propose a microscopic model of the dominant carbonate for phosphate substitution in fluor-
apatite. A well-crystallized sedimentary fluorapatite sample containing ~2.3 ± 0.8 wt% of carbonate 
was investigated using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and 13C and 19F magic angle 
spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR). About 75% of the carbonate groups replace 
the phosphate group (“B-site”), whereas a lesser contribution from carbonate groups located in the 
structural channels (“A-site”) is observed. Beside the dominant 19F NMR signal of channel ions at 
~ –102 ppm, an additional signal corresponding to ~8% of fluoride ions is observed at –88 ppm. 19F 
double quantum-single quantum (DQ-SQ) MAS NMR and 13C{19F} frequency-selective Rotational 
Echo DOuble Resonance (REDOR) experiments prove that this additional signal corresponds to iso-
lated fluoride ions in the apatite structure, located in close proximity of substituted carbonate groups. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations allow us to propose a composite carbonate-fluoride 
tetrahedron defect model accounting for these experimental observations. The planar carbonate ion lies 
in the sloping face of the tetrahedron opposite a fluoride ion occupying the remaining vertex, together 
replacing the tetrahedral phosphate ion. This “francolite-type” defect leads to a diagnostic narrow IR 
absorption band at 864 cm–1 that could be used as a guide to, e.g., detect the incipient transformation 
of fossil bone and teeth samples.
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introDuCtion

Apatite, Ca5(PO4)3(OH,F,Cl), is an accessory phase occurring 
in many igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. World 
phosphorus resources consist mainly of sedimentary deposits of 
carbonate-bearing fluorapatite, referred to as “francolite” (Knud-
sen and Gunter 2002), while carbonate-bearing hydroxyapatite 
is the major inorganic component of vertebrate skeletons (Elliott 
2002). The flexibility of the apatite structure enables significant 
chemical variations, among which carbonate group incorporation 
is of peculiar importance (Leventouri et al. 2000; Pan and Fleet 
2002; Peroos et al. 2006). Structural carbonate groups have sig-
nificant effects on apatite physical and chemical properties (Elliott 
2002) and can be used as proxies of past environmental conditions 
in fossil samples (Kohn and Cerling 2002). They can substitute at 
the phosphate tetrahedral site (B-site) or in the structural channels 
located on the hexagonal symmetry axis (A-site), each site leading 
to specific Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopic signatures (e.g., Beshah et al. 
1990; Elliott 2002). Despite numerous studies, detailed atomic-
scale models of carbonate groups in apatite are still debated (e.g., 

Regnier et al. 1994; Pan and Fleet 2002; Astala and Stott 2005). 
In particular, the early model for local charge compensation of 
carbonate by fluoride ions at the B-site in “francolite” samples with 
excess fluoride (McClellan and Lehr 1969) has been challenged 
by the theoretical modeling of a tetrahedral CO3F3– species by 
Regnier et al. (1994). More recent electron paramagnetic resonance 
(Nokhrin et al. 2006) and NMR (Mason et al. 2009) investigations 
of carbonate-bearing fluorapatite samples did not find any evidence 
of interaction between carbon and fluorine atoms.

In the present study, incorporation of carbonate in “francolite” 
is investigated by experiment and theory, using temperature-
dependent FTIR spectroscopy, 13C and 19F NMR spectroscopy, 
and first-principles quantum-mechanical calculations. Our results 
prove that the local charge compensation of carbonate by fluoride 
ion does occur in the B-type carbonate site of “francolite.” A 
consistent and stable atomic-scale model of this “francolite-type” 
defect is proposed, in which the planar carbonate group occupies 
a sloping face of the tetrahedral site and a fluoride ion is located 
at the remaining vertex.

samPLe DesCriPtion
The investigated sample originates from the sedimentary phosphate deposit 

of Taïba (Senegal) (Morin et al. 2002). It contains ~90 wt% of highly crystalline * E-mail: haohao.yi@impmc.upmc.fr


